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Abstract Healthcare organisations have recognised the powerful impact of supply breakdowns and have exploited supply chain management for their quality program, especially regarding lean operations. There are many contributors to poor working environments in the healthcare sector. Some studies relate to inadequate equipment, such as patient lifts and facilities for safe disposal of syringes, needles, and medical waste. However, one area that has so far largely been overlooked relates to the built environment. This study aims to investigate strategic Facilities Management (FM) as a function to support the objectives of providing efficient services to healthcare sector through measuring user satisfaction focusing on public training hospital building. This research involved correlation analysis. The findings show that there is a strong significant relationship among the building performance criteria and the importance of post occupancy evaluation (POE) guidelines in functional and technical performance criteria. Based on the findings, this study proposed the establishment of facilities management and the implementation of systematic annual operation program to ensure that management and services are useful. Secondly, it is intended to establish certain policy instruments such as information tools and economic instruments for hospital management to meet the needs of patients in future hospital development.
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1. Introduction

Healthcare organisations have recognised the powerful impact of supply breakdowns and have exploited supply chain management for their quality program, especially regarding lean operations. There are many contributors to poor working environments in the healthcare sector. Some studies relate to inadequate equipment, such as patient lifts and facilities for safe disposal of syringes, needles, and medical waste. However, one area that has so far largely been overlooked relates to the built environment. This study aims to investigate strategic Facilities Management (FM) as a function to support the objectives of providing efficient services to healthcare sector through measuring user satisfaction focusing on public training hospital building. This research involved correlation analysis. The findings show that there is a strong significant relationship among the building performance criteria and the importance of post occupancy evaluation (POE) guidelines in functional and technical performance criteria. Based on the findings, this study proposed the establishment of facilities management and the implementation of systematic annual operation program to ensure that management and services are useful. Secondly, it is intended to establish certain policy instruments such as information tools and economic instruments for hospital management to meet the needs of patients in future hospital development.
integrating people, place, processes and technology [7].

One of the complex types of facilities in which facility managers was faced with massive amounts of information on a daily or even hourly basis and require critical decisions is healthcare facility management. Healthcare facilities include hospitals, clinics, dental offices, out-patient surgery centres, birthing centres, and nursing homes [8]. Hospitals are 24-hour working facilities that employ a wide variety of trades, from medical staff to mechanical maintenance, medical equipment maintenance, housekeeping, food service, building and grounds maintenance, laundry, and administrative staff [8].

In 10th Malaysian Plan for the years 2011 – 2015, the plan to work together towards improving health care system is based on the concept of “1 Care for 1Malaysia”, with its relation to National Mission Thrust “To Improve the Standard and Sustainability of Quality of Life”. “1 Care” is a restructured national health system that is responsive and provides a choice of quality health care, ensuring universal coverage for health care needs of population based on solidarity and equity. Despite that, as the population increases, the number of admissions and number of outpatient visits will increase. This means there is more demand for healthcare services. It is estimated that annually there is a 3% increase in admissions to Ministry of Health (MOH) hospitals. This shows it is necessary to stress the need for studies into hospital-related operative efficiency for the purpose of comparatively assessing both systems and establishing efficient performance patterns [9]. In this respect, this study is to review and analyze the general performance satisfaction level of a public teaching hospital.

2. Managing Healing Facilities in Healthcare Built Environment

A health service system of a nation cannot be seen in isolation from the broader socio-political and economic forces prevailing in a country. The nature of its development reflects the broader ideological changes that take place in a society over a period of time [10]. Healthcare delivery processes are becoming increasingly technological in nature and hence technology mastery is becoming more critical [11]. Hospitals are among the most complex building which comprises a wide range of services and functional units. According to Miller et al [12], new concept of hospital and healthcare has emerged and started the transition from the traditional “provider-centered” to a “consumer-centered” healthcare system. Through observation, a government hospital in Malaysia still in the traditional “provider-centred” healthcare system compared to developed countries. Thus, only through a study of healthcare employee commitment revealed key predictors are organisational support, job skill enrichment, quality control, and a culture of continuous learning [13]. Hospitals need to reliant on gained information regarding user’s satisfaction to assist in the diagnosis, management, and education for better and improved services and practice thus can allow the building management and health ministry to identify the weakness of healthcare services provided and improve it.

Through proper training and development, healthcare services will strengthen professionals to function more effectively. Studies show that setting a high-level goal for employees will lead healthcare to be more effective, patient-centered, and efficient [14]. It is important to determine the criteria on which health care service quality should be assessed. Such criteria can be technical or functional [15] or technical and process-related [16]. The first phase of health service development in the country was marked by an extension of the health service infrastructure and development of primary healthcare centres across the country [17, 18].

A training hospital is a hospital that provides clinical education and training to future and current doctors, nurses, and other health professionals, in addition to delivering medical care to patients. They are affiliated with medical schools or universities (hence the alternative term is university hospital), and may be owned by a university or may form part of a wider regional or national health system. Despite the growth in undergraduate medical education over the last decade, causing the expansion of a new kind of hospital used for teaching where large state or public district hospitals affiliated with both public and private medical schools for teaching purposes in addition to service provision and research for the affiliated university staffs. However, in this case, previously service oriented hospitals are made to function as a teaching hospital, allowing public hospitals to be used for teaching undergraduate medicine. Some teaching hospitals also have a commitment to research and are centres for experimental, innovative and technically sophisticated services. For these multitudes of functions, a teaching hospital must be owned by a medical school or a university but regarding clinical service provision, it may be part of a national health system [19].

In Malaysia, there are only three teaching hospitals under a medical faculty or university. The fourth is scheduled to start operation in late 2016. There are University Malaya Medical Centre (UMMC), University Kebangsaan Malaysia Medical Centre (UKM), and Hospital University Sains Malaysia (USM). These teaching hospitals are under the purview of the Ministry of Higher Education. According to Fauzi [19], Malaysia needs more hospitals, and the way forward is to build more teaching hospitals. International Islamic University Malaysia (IIUM) teaching hospital project is a step in the right direction which that will lead to an improvement in the healthcare delivery in the country. Therefore, this research is to analyse the level of satisfaction and perception of training students and hospital staffs in
functional and technical performance aspect through POE in teaching hospital buildings and to improve the public teaching hospital buildings environment and enhance the user’s satisfaction through POE.

Figure 1 and figure 2 shows general teaching hospital relationships and its primary clinical relationships by Carr [20]. The diagrams show the movement and communication of people, materials, and waste. The physical configuration of a hospital, its transportation, and logistics systems are inextricably intertwined. In a large hospital complex, a typical nursing unit is a principal element of the overall configuration. Nursing units today tend to be more compact shapes compared to the past in an attempt to shorten the distance between the nurse station and the patient’s bed.

Figure 1. General Hospital Relationship [20],

Figure 2. Major Clinical Relationship [20]

Binggeli [21] defined building performance as to ensure that buildings perform precisely to the diverse range of user needs and requirements. The main building performance elements are energy efficiency, indoor air quality, air moisture and thermal comfort. Atkin, B et al [2] states that building performance could be done through two types of services which are in-house for the core business and outsourcing for the non-core. The building users are the people who understand how a building should perform. It does not only depend on its provided facilities but also on the design envelope and reliability of the building life [22].

A building should provide the basic elements that give comfort which allow the occupant to do activities satisfactorily who they have a set of predetermined expectations of services quality and a perception of what to be delivered. When expectations exceed the perceived service, a service quality gap appears and dissatisfaction will be the outcome. Satisfaction is the state felt by a person who has experienced a performance outcome which fulfilled expectations. Satisfaction is thus a function of relative levels of expectation and perceived performance [23].

2.1. Occupant’s Satisfaction

Customers are anyone who expects to receive the maximum benefit of a service and complying their satisfaction in the health sector is a very complex process. They are in more than one tier, and there are medical and administration staffs, patients and visitors, government as a funding party, and society in general. Each of these requiring the facility’s support in different degrees based on their different values, beliefs, perceptions and expectations [24]. However, understanding of customer perceptions is essential to remain competitive in today’s market. The organisation must not only know the level of customer satisfaction with its current product or service but also know the degree of customer satisfaction with its competitors’ [25]. FM process design faces its first major challenge when it comes to the term “customer”. EN 15221-1: 2006 differentiates between “client”, “customer” and “end user”. “Client” is defined as the organisation that specifies needs and procures facility services by means of an FM agreement. “Customer” is defined as an organisational unit that specifies and orders the delivery of facility services within the condition of an FM agreement, and the “end user” is defined as the person receiving facility services in a permanent or temporary way [3]. To ensure satisfaction of various customer needs, it is essential that facilities management identifies focuses and monitors key performance indicators and it is highly subjective. Therefore, it is important for the organisation to interact with its customers if it wishes to improve its services [26] and improve the image of the organisation [27]. They need to constitute the rational framework for the distribution of human and other resources between and within health care facilities [28]. The variables that affect patients and non-patients /customers satisfaction were categorised into three main groups; (i) room features (ii) services by the facilities management and (iii) the environment. Kursunluoglu [29], another stronger tool of customer satisfaction is service quality. Lepkova et al. [30], supported these by designed the dependence between the quality of service, customer
satisfaction, and profitability is interrelated as shown in Figure 3.

| Quality of product/services | Customer satisfaction | Profitability |

Sources: Quoted by Lepkova et al. [30] from (Fečikova, 2004)

Figure 3. Dependence between Quality, Satisfaction, and Profitability

2.2. Post Occupancy Evaluation (POE)

Post occupancy evaluation (POE) is seen as one of building appraisal which provides an opportunity for an organisation to see how well a particular facility meets its requirements from various viewpoints with its purpose to improve the current situation and to aid in the design of perspective conducive buildings. In cyclical building process, evaluation is the missing link in the design process. Evaluation of briefing program and design are three linked activities drawing information from the systematic look at how people use existing environments. Analysing environments leads to programming [26]. POE is the process of systematically evaluating the extent to which a facility, once occupied for a period of time, meets the intended organisational goals and user-occupant needs [31]. S. Turpin-Brooks et al. [32] quoting Zimring et al. [33] define POE as “examinations of the effectiveness for human users of occupied design environments.” Briefly, it is an evaluation of the performance of buildings after being used and occupied and makes it clear that the information gain from POE is important to make improvement for a better-built environment. An informal definition of POE by Blyth et al. [34], which emphasises the building’s lifecycle, states: “POE is a way of providing feedback throughout a building’s lifecycle from initial concept through to occupation. The information from feedback can be used for informing future projects, whether it is in the process of delivery or technical performance of the building”.

POE is generally defined as a systematic evaluation process in which occupied buildings meet all occupant’s requirements in term of design, occupancy and comfort. POE in the indoor environment factors approaches the best evaluation in internal occupant efficiency and activities. Nicol et al. [35] states that with systematic POE assessment and application not only reduce the financial cost but it also improve the life quality, productivity and building comfort. Effective learning and teaching in hospital buildings should be carried out in the conducive comfortable indoor environment as to make sure the students give full concentration and focus in teaching lesson [36]. (American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1990). UNESCO [37], highlighted that the education management should give a social care in implementing a plan for rehabilitation, reconstruction and replacement of damaged school building.

POE can be used to adaptive reuse, by using the provided data in solving the problem and issues contributed to teaching hospital buildings. Information gained will help in repeating mistakes in which the available data will inform specific future decisions and support improvement of conducive building delivery process. It creates a quality mechanism and monitoring process if a building does not meet a given standard [38]. POE emphasis on the needs of building occupant [39]. POE refers to evaluating the extent to which a building, once occupied for a period of time, meets the user –occupier needs [40]. The building is review during six to twelve months after building completion and occupied. However, the evaluation could be done in any time frame to improve building performance and function. Nevertheless, such as education building or teaching hospital buildings, it should have a specific modular schedule of evaluation as it might disturb the learning and teaching process.

The building’s function is to provide shelter and space for activities that carried out by the building occupants. The facilities in the building must perform and appropriate to its use. The needs of occupants are affected by the building performance and occupant’s evaluation of the buildings. Post Occupancy Evaluation (POE) is a method to empower the occupant’s opinion as for the benchmark of building performance evaluation. POE comprises as one of the techniques that are used to evaluate whether a building meets the user’s requirement [41]. Wauters [42] confirms the value of “user satisfaction surveys” as a herald to service-level benchmarking and successive recommendations for improving facilities services. Used as a feed forward process, POE can support evidence-based design throughout the planning and implementation of new and existing facilities [43]. Thus, the objective of this research is to analyse the level of satisfaction of user’s need in functional and technical performance aspect of POE. Secondly, to propose a guideline on building performance framework based on user’ satisfaction evaluation done for public teaching hospitals building. Hafizi et. al [44], based on Lewis [27], suggested facilities management is responsible for safety and wellness of building operation and maintenance of facilities at the managed building. Poor work quality and insufficient work programme for maintaining and managing the facilities may lead to the accident, injury, and death [44]. Previous study on health care building assessment through post-occupancy audit, Hashim et.al [45] highlighted that comprehensive documentation in the context of knowledge during planning and implementation, design expectations and how decisions are being made can be used by the design consultant and hospital managers as a reference data to improve the specific services area for future design. Considering the definitions brought by various scholars, it can be put into generalization that Post Occupancy Evaluation is the formal evaluation of a building that focuses on user satisfaction, measured with social science-based tools of interviews, surveys, focus
groups, systematic observation, and behavioral mapping for achieving continuous performance improvement throughout the building’s lifecycle [46].

2.3. Technical and Functional Elements in Building Performance

There is several widely accepted performance criteria considered in. To exploring the performance of the built environment requires an understanding of how various elements in its design provide for the needs of occupants. In POE processes there are two elements of building performance criteria will be discussed which are;

i. Technical elements

Technical Elements are physical characteristics of the built environment that contribute to the performance of basic building systems such as mechanical, electrical and fire safety systems, as well as other building elements related to acoustics, lighting and durability [47]. It focuses mainly on the daily and scheduled maintenance services provided to the end users of the office buildings. In other words, technical elements can be characterised as the background environment for carrying out activities [48].

ii. Functional elements

This aspect covers the management service delivery attributes or the service profiles that the management holds [47]. The functional elements of a building support the activities within it, and they must be responsive to the specific needs of the organisation and occupants, both quantitatively and qualitatively [48]. They are those design factors that deal with the fit of the built environment with the activities it was designed to support.

2.4. Performance Criteria Considered in POE

There is several widely accepted performance criteria considered in, some were conveyed by Preiser et al., [40]. The performance criteria were divided into three levels of priority; Health, Safety, and Security performance; Functionality, Efficiency, and Workflow; Psychological, Social, Cultural, and Aesthetic performance. To conduct a POE, the establishment of performance criteria is important, lists of performance criteria in order of priority are health, safety, security, function, efficiency, workflow, psychological, social and cultural performance [49] (Preiser and Schramm, 2002). Table 1 shown the performance criteria for POE [50] are more of functional and technical performance to address how well the building organisational goals, how well the user’s needs are accommodated, and how well the physical system in building performs [51].

A study on a student housing facility in Saudi Arabia [48] has examined which user satisfaction survey was developed to obtain the students’ qualitative feedback on their experience with the designed indoor environment. The study found that the student residents were satisfied with the five main performance categories identified. Hassanain [48] used of five technical performance requirements, including thermal comfort; acoustic comfort; visual comfort; indoor air quality; and fire safety. Five functional requirements include interior and exterior finish systems; room layout and furniture quality; support services; the efficiency of circulation; and proximity to other facilities on campus. Izran [51] come out with a 15 performance criteria and 39 parameters framework that need to be considered in POE of building performance.

Table 1. The areas covered in a functional and technical performance evaluation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Criteria</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Functional</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aesthetics and Image</td>
<td>Harmonious, neutral, iconic, powerful, bland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space</td>
<td>Size, relationships, adaptability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfort</td>
<td>Environmental aspects: lighting, temperature, ventilation, noise, user control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amenity</td>
<td>Services and equipment: completeness, capacity, positioning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serviceability</td>
<td>Cleaning, routine maintenance, security, essential changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational Cost</td>
<td>Energy cost, water and waste, leasing, cleaning, insurances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life style cost</td>
<td>Initial construction cost, cost of operating, maintenance and repairs, replacement costs, alteration, demolition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational Management</td>
<td>Booking and space allocation systems, user support systems, help desks, manuals, training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Technical</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical systems</td>
<td>Lighting, heating, ventilation, acoustics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental systems</td>
<td>Energy consumption, water consumption, CO2 output</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adapability</td>
<td>Ability to accommodate changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Durability</td>
<td>Robustness need for routine maintenance, incidence of &quot;down time&quot; for unplanned technical reasons</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Methodology

The methodology consisted of a questionnaire survey, semi-structured interview, and a case study on selected public hospitals in Selangor, Malaysia. The case study samples were located in a highly dense urban area in Selangor, Malaysia. The research questions were tested through a semi-structured interview with the expert officer related to managing the operational in government’s training hospital building, and preliminary questionnaire survey to training students, clinical and administrative staffs in Selangor district. Through literature reviews, variables have been identified, and key variables have been selected for the closed-ended questionnaire and interview. An extensive literature review questionnaire survey was prepared based on the primary objective to review and analyse the performance level of the training hospital, the standard of satisfaction of users’ needs on technical and functional building performance, and implementation of the strategy for the betterment of practice in training hospital building. The case studies selected were teaching hospital in Selangor districts. Questionnaires distributed to three locations which are University Kebangsaan Malaysia Medical Centre (UKMMC), University Malaya Medical Centre (UMMC) and Hospital Sungai Buloh. The respondents’ samples are limited to administrative staffs, training students, and clinical staffs as shown in table 2 below.

The questionnaires data were analysed using frequency analysis through Likert scale approach and descriptive analysis through mean score analysis. The data from questionnaires are processed by using Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) computer software to ease frequency analysis purposes.

4. Data Collection

The data collection process involved primary and secondary data. The primary data was collected by questionnaires which aim at health sector by identifying the management and critical success factor of facilities manager in a public hospital in Selangor. The selection of public hospital is based on numbers of bed and in operation for ten years and above. The hospitals are Pusat Perubatan Universiti Malaya (PPUM), Pusat Perubatan Universiti Malaya (PPUKM), and Hospital Sungai Buloh (HSP). In-depth assessment and face to face interview with hospital management and consultant of services provider were conducted. Inputs from hospital management were required to evaluate their management practice, issues and problems faced and to obtain the critical success factor of facilities manager required. The semi-structured interviews were conducted with the aids of survey questionnaire form, supported by visual photographs and illustration after each interview. On-site assessment or site visits are a necessary and essential part for verifying the information obtains a review to the actual condition of a teaching hospital. All of the data collected was schedule and analyses.

The analysis begins by reviewing the public hospital case study, informing the reader of the location, no of beds and facilities provided. The data collected was analysed using statistical technique comprised of frequencies and percentages as well as graphical methods.

5. Result Analysis and Findings

Discussion on the results will cover the summary of correlation analysis between building performance criteria and the importance of POE guideline. It is divided into two categories which for technical and functional performance criteria. The finding outcome is used to allocate and identify the proposed framework guidelines for the public teaching hospital building.

5.1. Technical Performance Criteria

Table 1 shows the correlation analysis between Building Performance Criteria and Importance of POE Guideline. The majority of the correlation coefficient for building performance criteria in areas of technical performance have high correlation and low correlation with the correlation score for the importance of POE Guideline. Thus, this finding can be used and considered in selecting as criteria allocated in proposed guidelines which are relevant in evaluating the performance of public teaching hospital buildings in Malaysia. Figure 4 shows findings that depicted from the Table 3.

The correlation coefficient between technical building performance and the importance of POE Guideline are positively high based on security, safety, and efficiency and health criteria. The high correlation coefficients indicate that level of importance of technical building performance criteria based on the POE has a strong positive relationship with the need of POE framework guideline in a public teaching hospital.
Table 2. Summary of total respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feedbacks</th>
<th>HOSPITALS</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>UMMC</td>
<td>SG BULOH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administrative</td>
<td>22/25</td>
<td>25/25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Staff</td>
<td>25/25</td>
<td>25/25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Students</td>
<td>25/25</td>
<td>25/25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Distributed Questionnaire: 225 Set (225 Respondents)  
Answered/Usable Questionnaires: 222 Sets (222 Respondents) 96%

Table 3. Correlation Analysis between Building Performance Criteria and Importance of POE Guideline (Technical Performance Criteria)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feedbacks</th>
<th>Notable</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correlation</td>
<td>coefficient</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Excellent&quot;</td>
<td>&lt;0.80</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Very Good&quot;</td>
<td>&lt;0.65</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Good&quot;</td>
<td>&lt;0.50</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Poor&quot;</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Health: 0.375  
- Safety: 0.518  
- Security: 0.432  
- Efficiency: 0.435  
- Durability: 0.282  
- Adaptable: 0.277

Figure 4. Correlation Analysis between Building Performance Criteria and Importance of POE Guideline (Technical Performance Criteria)
The correlation coefficient between technical building performance and the importance of POE Guideline are low based on durability and adaptability criteria. The low correlation coefficients show that level of importance of technical building performance criteria based on the POE has a low relationship with the need of POE framework guideline in a public teaching hospital. Despite having low correlation, it does not constitute negative correlation. This indicates the low correlation is the difference in perception between the building occupants’ perception which is influenced by their background, working experience, knowledge, and technical skills.

5.2. Functional Performance Criteria

Table 4 below illustrates the correlation between functional building performance criteria and the importance of POE guideline. The correlation coefficient between functional building performance and the importance of POE Guideline are positively high based on serviceability and comfort criteria. The high correlation coefficients indicate that level of importance of functional building performance criteria based on the POE has a strong positive relationship with the need of POE framework guideline in a public teaching hospital.

The correlation coefficient between functional building performance and the importance of POE Guideline are low based on aesthetics, social, culture, functionality, operative and maintenance (O&M) circulation and psychology criteria. The low correlation coefficients show that level of importance of technical building performance criteria based on the POE has a low relationship with the need of POE framework guideline in a public teaching hospital. Despite having low correlation, it does not constitute negative correlation. This indicates the low correlation is the difference in perception between the building occupants due to different perception and expectation on criteria stipulated in questionnaires which are influenced by their background, working experience, knowledge, and technical skills.

These findings from the level of building performance and the importance of POE guideline determines the proposed guidelines which are needed to evaluate the performance of public teaching hospital in Malaysia in respective to functional and technical performance. The proposed guideline is shown in Figure 6.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Correlation Coefficient</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Excellent” if 0.80&lt;Correlation Coefficients≤1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Very Good” if 0.65&lt;Correlation Coefficients&lt;0.80</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Good” if 0.50&lt;Correlation Coefficients&lt;0.65</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“Poor” if 0.00≤Correlation Coefficients&lt;0.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UMMC</td>
<td>0.146</td>
<td>0.617</td>
<td>0.445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital Sg Bulch</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>0.203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UKMMC</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>0.160</td>
<td>0.153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functionality</td>
<td>0.365</td>
<td>0.492</td>
<td>0.581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>0.365</td>
<td>0.581</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>0.365</td>
<td>0.581</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aesthetics</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>0.153</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O&amp;M</td>
<td>0.415</td>
<td>0.540</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfort</td>
<td>0.553</td>
<td>0.694</td>
<td>0.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circulation</td>
<td>0.294</td>
<td>0.591</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culture</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>0.491</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Serviceability</td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td>0.552</td>
<td>0.678</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5. Correlation Analysis between Building Performance Criteria and Importance of POE Guideline (Functional Performance Criteria)

Figure 6. Proposed Framework of guideline on building performance in areas of functional and technical performance
6. Finding and Conclusions

This research involved correlation analysis of the results obtained. The findings show that there is a strong significant relationship among the building performance criteria and the importance of POE guidelines in functional and technical performance criteria. POE guidelines enable to address the problem and issues and enhance the satisfaction level of the public teaching health care and hospital organisation. The results gained from the study firstly can assist in portraying the general review of current state of facilities performance level on public health care teaching hospital building. Secondly, it enabled to comprehend the future betterment in fulfilling the user’s demand and satisfaction. Identifying user’s satisfaction will enable the facilities management and relevant ministries in identifying the weaknesses and improve the provided healthcare services. The results gained can assist in providing relevant databases in achieving an appropriate level of building performance criteria in the public teaching hospital building. Thus, the study fulfilled the research hypotheses; (i) conducive working environment would demonstrate more productive working performance and increase productivity; (ii) functional and technical performance factors of POE determine the user satisfaction in highly dynamic hospital building environment; and (iii) the established POE guidelines will address the problem and issues and enhance the satisfaction level of public teaching hospital organization.

Higher user satisfaction and better service utilisation in health care public teaching hospital building there is a need for more comprehensive documentation in the of the context of knowledge at preliminary planning and implementation, design expectations and how design decisions are made. The lack of detailed information will limit the designer evaluation’s ability to understand the user’s requirements, expectation, and satisfaction entirely.
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